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Abstract

In this article, we consider a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) modeled multi-channel CR network, where
there are multiple independent primary users and one slotted secondary user (SU) who can access multiple
channels simultaneously. To maximize SU’s temporal channel utilization while limiting its interference to PUs, a
selective sensing and selective access (SS-SA) strategy is proposed. With SS strategy, each channel is sensed almost
periodically with different periods according to parameter Tc, which reflects the maximal period that each channel
should be probed. The effect of sensing period is also considered. When the sensing period is suitable, the SA
strategy can be regarded as greedy access strategy. Numerical simulations illustrate that Tc is a valid measurement
to indicate how often each channel should be sensed, and with SS-SA strategy, SU can effectively utilize the
channels and consume less energy and time for sensing than adopting reference strategies.
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Introduction
Recently, people have made great progress on cognitive
radio (CR) technology [1,2]. The basic idea of CR is to
allow secondary user (SU) to search and utilize instanta-
neous spectrum opportunities left by primary user (PU),
while limiting its interference to PU. Therefore, SU’s
sensing and access strategy is very important to its per-
formance, especially for multi-channel CR networks. To
discover and utilize the spectrum opportunities timely
and efficiently, SU should first model PU’s behavior.
There are mainly two models, namely, discrete-time
model and continuous-time model.
In discrete-time model, PU’s time behavior is slotted

and SU adopts the same slot size as PU. In [3], the
authors show that intuitive sensing (IS) strategy (i.e.,
descending order of channel’s available probability) is
not optimal when adaptive modulation is used, and then
propose a dynamic programming approach to search for
the optimal sensing order. However, the computational
complexity is high. In [4], the authors propose an
opportunistic MAC protocol with random and negotia-
tion-based sensing policies for ad hoc networks. In [5],

the authors derive the optimal sensing and access strat-
egy under the formulation of finite-horizon partially
observable Markov decision process (POMDP). For this
model, the synchronization of all primary and secondary
users is necessary, which increases more overhead. And
the time offset may be fatal for SU’s access strategy.
In continuous-time model, PU is not time-slotted but

SU is still slotted mostly. Since PU’s state may change at
any time, this model is more difficult to analyze. The
authors of [6] derive the optimal access strategy with
periodic sensing (PS) for one slotted SU overlapping a
CTMC modeled multi-channel primary network.
Although PS is easy to implement, it is not efficient.
Furthermore, the access strategy, which allows SU
access only one channel in each slot, is also not efficient
for multi-channel network. In [7,8], the authors obtain
the optimal access strategy with fully sensing. However,
on the one hand, the frequency of channel’s state
changes is different generally, thus, how often each
channel should be probed is distinct. On the other
hand, if SU senses all channels simultaneously, it takes
much energy and time to probe channels, process the
received signals and judge the channels’ states. There-
fore, in each slot, SU has no need to probe all channels,
instead, it could only sense part of channels, by which
SU could save more energy and time for transmission. If
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so, SU needs a sensing strategy to decide which chan-
nels should be detected first. Furthermore, none of
these works study the magnitude of sensing period,
which also affects the design of sensing and access strat-
egy. Obviously, the sensing period could not be very
large especially for the channels whose state changes
quickly, and excessive tiny sensing period is also not
necessary, which makes SU consume much energy and
time for sensing. Thus, suitable sensing period should
also be considered. In [9-11], the optimal sensing period
is derived for the simplest single-channel model. In [12],
a theoretical framework is proposed for jointly optimiz-
ing sensing and transmission time for each channel.
And then a spectrum selection and sensing scheduling
method is proposed to exploit multiple channels. How-
ever, the authors do not analyze the optimal sensing
period and only adopt the minimum time unit of sen-
sing time and transmission time.
In our previous study [11], we investigate the simplest

single-channel continuous-time model and proposed
two access policies under interference constraint and
energy consumption constraint. Finally, the optimal sen-
sing period and transmission time are derived. In this
article, we will consider a more general situation,
namely, multi-channel CR network. For this multi-chan-
nel network, we investigate SU’s sensing and access stra-
tegies. Furthermore, the magnitude of sensing period is
also considered. Particularly, we assume that each chan-
nel is assigned to one PU and each channel’s time beha-
vior is modeled by a two-state (ON/OFF) first-order
continuous time Markov chain. Furthermore, we assume
all PUs’ activities are independent. Meanwhile, SU
employs a time slotted communication protocol and
adopts a “Listen-Before-Talk” strategy, according to
which SU senses these channels before transmission.
Furthermore, SU can access these available channels
simultaneously. We assume that SU senses only one
channel in each slot (the proposed sensing strategy can
be easily generalized to the case when SU probes n
channels each time). Therefore, at the beginning of each
slot, SU should decide which channel should be sensed
first, and then decide if and in which channels to trans-
mit according to the current and historic sensing results.
The main contributions of this article are as follows.

To maximize SU’s temporal channel utilization while
limiting its interference to PUs, we propose a selective
sensing and selective access (SS-SA) strategy for one
slotted SU overlaying a non-time-slotted ON/OFF
CTMC modeled multi-channel primary network. And
the proposed SS-SA strategy is simple and easy to
implement. With the proposed SS strategy, each channel
will be detected almost periodically with different peri-
ods according to the parameter Tc. The parameter Tc,
which is related to channel’s characteristic parameters

and interference tolerance, is a valid measurement to
indicate how often each channel should be sensed. If
SU’s sensing period is suitable, the proposed SA strategy
can be regarded as greedy access strategy. The greedy
access strategy is also appropriate for SU adopting PS or
IS strategy with suitable sensing period. With SS-SA
strategy, SU can effectively utilize these channels and
adopt larger sensing period than PS-SA and IS-SA stra-
tegies, which means SU could consume less energy and
time for sensing.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. After

introducing the system model and problem formulation,
the periodic sensing and selective access (PS-SA) strat-
egy and SS-SA strategy are studied, followed by the
simulation results. Finally, conclusions are drawn.

System model and problem formulation
In this section, we will first introduce system model and
time behaviors of PU and SU, and then we will focus on
the problem formulation.

System model
We consider a multi-channel CR network which has
multiple channels available for transmissions by primary
and secondary users. Particularly, we assume there are
N channels and each channel is assigned to one PU.
Furthermore, we assume there is only one SU, who can
access these available channels simultaneously, and its
transmission on one channel will not interfere with
other channels. To achieve this, we can simply adopt D-
OFDM as the physical layer technique with a single
radio equipment [13,14]. The SU can be regarded as
one node of an ad hoc network, which communicates
with another one in multiple channels, or a CR base sta-
tion, who can serve multiple SUs at the same time.
We assume that all PUs exhibit a non-time-slotted

ON/OFF behavior and their activities are independent,
while SU employs a time-slotted communication proto-
col with period Ts. Furthermore, SU adopts a “Listen-
Before-Talk” strategy. Take PS for example, the time
behaviors of primary and secondary users are shown in
Figure 1.

The channel model
As mentioned above, PU’s behavior is not time slotted
and switches between ON and OFF states. Furthermore,
we model each channel’s time behavior by a two-state
(ON/OFF) first-order CTMC, which arises from [7].
Such a CTMC model is not always justified, of course,
but experimental studies on the IEEE 802.11 Wireless
LAN (WLAN) support a semi-Markovian model for var-
ious traffic patterns (ftp, http, and VoIP) [15-19]. The
CTMC assumption strikes a good tradeoff between
model accuracy and the facility of theoretical analysis.
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And this modeling approach has been used in lots of
related publications [6,20].
Based on stochastic theory [21], for arbitrary channel

i, the holding times in both ON and OFF states are
exponentially distributed with parameters μi,ON and μi,
OFF, respectively. The transition matrix of ON and OFF
states is given by (1). The transition diagram of ON/
OFF model is shown in Figure 2.

P(τ ) =
[
P00(τ ) P01(τ )
P10(τ ) P11(τ )

]
=

1
μi,OFF + μi,ON

[
μi,ON + μi,OFF · e−(μi ,OFF+μi,ON)τ μi,OFF − μi,OFF · e−(μi,OFF+μi,ON)τ

μi,ON + μi,ON · e−(μi,OFF+μi,ON)τ μi,OFF + μi,ON · e−(μi,OFF+μi,ON)τ

]
. (1)

Since channel’s parameters μi,ON and μi,OFF are statis-
tical parameters, SU can obtain them by historical infor-
mation. Thus, we assume these parameters are available
to SU.

SU’s sensing and access model
Generally, the frequency of different channels’ states
change is different, thus, how often each channel should
be probed will be distinct. For example, if the channel’s
ON/OFF states switch slowly, the last sensing result will
still be trustworthy for a long time, thus, sensing period
could be large, or else sensing period should be small.
On the other hand, if SU senses all channels simulta-
neously, it takes more energy and time to probe chan-
nels, process received signals and judge channels’ states.
Therefore, in each slot, SU has no need to probe all of
these N channels, instead, it could only sense part of the
channels, by which SU will consume less energy and
time. It is noteworthy that the state of the system at any
time will be only partially observed, therefore, the inter-
ference between PU and SU is unavoidable. For exam-
ple, in Figure 1, SU collides with PU2 in slot 4.
Particularly, we assume that SU senses only one chan-

nel in each slot (the proposed sensing strategy can be

easily be generalized to the case when SU probes n(≤ N)
channels each time). To perceive all channels’ states
well, at the beginning of each slot, SU should decide
which channel should be sensed first. And then, to
increase its spectrum utilization and meanwhile limit its
interference to each PUs, SU should decide if and in
which channels to transmit according to the current and
historic sensing results.
Besides, for ease of analysis, we assume perfect sensing

and the sensing time is short enough to be ignored.
However, we provide the simulation results when the
sensing time cannot be ignored.

Problem formulation
We focus on the problem of maximizing SU’s total
channel utilization while limiting its interference per-
ceived by PUs. Particularly, the interference between PU
and SU is modeled by the average temporal overlap,
namely, interference time divided by total time, which is
also adopted in some related publications [7,10]. Mathe-
matically, the interference Ii between SU and PU i is1

Ii = lim
t→∞

∫ t
0 1{Ai(τ ) ∩ Bi(τ )} dτ

t
(2)

where 1{·} is the indicator function of the event
enclosed in the brackets; Ai(τ) and Bi(τ) denote the
event that PUi and SU access channel i at time τ,
respectively.
Similarly, channel utilization is defined by SU’s tem-

poral utilization ratio, namely, transmission time divided
by total time.
Mathematically, SU’s channel utilization Ui on channel

i is

Ui = lim
t→∞

∫ t
0 1{Bi(τ )} dτ

t
. (3)

Therefore, this leads to the problem P:

max
N∑
i=1

Ui (4)

s.t. Ii ≤ Ci, i = 1, . . . ,N (5)

Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 3

Channel 4

Sensing SU's TransmissionPU's Transmission

Figure 1 Illustration of sensing and transmission structure under PS strategy for an N = 4 channel system.

Figure 2 Channel model: alternating renewal process with ON
and OFF states.
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where Ci Î 0[1] is the maximum interference level
tolerable by PU i. Generally, Ci is very small, e.g., Ci =
1%.
It is obvious that SU’s sensing and access strategy will

jointly affect its interference to PUs and the channel uti-
lization. For example, assume that under some sensing
strategy, if one channel whose state changes quickly has
not been sensed for a long time, then SU will not fore-
cast this channel’s state accurately. If SU accesses this
channel, the probability of collision (interference) will
increase; otherwise, SU’s channel utilization will
decrease. Therefore, the rapidly the channel’s ON/OFF
state varies, the frequently the channel should be sensed.
It is remarkable that sensing strategy for the SU who

can access only one channel at a time is different from
the one who can access multiple channels simulta-
neously. This is because if SU can access only one chan-
nel at a time, then it will tend to sense the channel
whose idle probability is high, for the purpose of chan-
nel utilization, or the channel whose idle duration is
large, for the purpose of less spectrum mobility.
Furthermore, the magnitude of sensing period Ts will

also affect this problem. Obviously, Ts could not be very
large especially for these channels whose state change
quickly, and excessive tiny sensing period is also not
necessary, which will make SU consume more energy
and time to sense the channels. Thus, suitable sensing
period should be chosen.
Therefore, to maximize SU’s channel utilization while

limiting its interference to PUs, we will study the sen-
sing and access strategy for one SU overlaying multi-
channel primary networks. At the same time, the effect
of sensing period Ts will also be taken into account.

PS-SA strategy
In this section, we will first focus on the optimal access
strategy while SU senses these channels periodically.
The PS strategy facilitates the theoretical analysis. And
we will discover the disadvantage of PS strategy, which
will help us to propose the better SS strategy in the next
section.

Sub-problem of the original problem P
Figure 1 illustrates the sensing and transmission struc-
ture under PS strategy for a case of N = 4. At the begin-
ning of each slot, SU detects the N channels in turn.
Thus, for each channel, the sensing protocol is also peri-
odic with period NTs. However, the access strategy is
not periodic, which depends on the sensing results.
Before studying the access strategy, we will first sim-

plify the problem P, which facilitates the access strategy
design.
From the perspective of time, in each slot, SU should

decide how to access N channels according to the

current and historical sensing results. However, since
PUs’ activities are independent, thus, the interferences
between SU and each PU do not interact with each
other. Therefore, the original problem P can be
decoupled into N independent sub-problems Pi:

max Ui (6)

s.t. Ii ≤ Ci ∀i = 1, . . . ,N (7)

That is to maximize SU’s temporal channel utilization
on channel i while limiting its interference perceived by
PU i. Therefore, from the perspective of each channel,
SU should decide how to access the N slots between
two adjacent sensing events. For example, in Figure 1,
SU probes the channel 1 at the beginning of the first
slot, and the next probing will not be carried out until
slot 4. Thus, SU should determine how to access chan-
nel 1 from slot 1 to slot 4, according to the sensing
result of slot 1.2

If all these N sub-problems Pi achieve optimal syn-
chronously, then the original problem P will be optimal.

SA strategy
In this section, we will first focus on the optimal access
strategy for each sub-problem Pi, and then we will give
the SA strategy for the original problem P.
Since SU’s access strategy will influence its interfer-

ence to PUs, we will first analyze the property of inter-
ference caused by SU’s transmission. Without loss of
generality, we assume SU senses the channel i at time t
= 0, and wants to access the following mth slot. It is
obvious that the interference to PUi will depend on the
sensing result at time t = 0. Therefore, according to
transition matrix (1), if sensing result is “OFF,” the
expected time overlap j0(m) is

φ0(m) =
1
Ts

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

Pr(X(ξ) = 1|X(0) = 0) dξ

=
1
Ts

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

μi,OFF − μi,OFF · e−μiτ

μi
dτ

(8)

where Pr (·) denotes the probability and μi = μi,OFF +
μi,ON. If sensing result is “ON”, the expected time over-
lap j1(m) is

φ1(m) =
1
Ts

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

Pr(X(ξ) = 1|X(0) = 1) dξ

=
1
Ts

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

μi,OFF + μi,ON · e−μiτ

μi
dτ

(9)
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Therefore, similar to [11], we can obtain the following
lemma.
Lemma 1: The interference caused by SU’s transmis-

sion in one slot (i.e., the expected time overlap j0(m)
and j1(m)) has the following properties. That is, ∀n, m
Î N,

1) j0(n) <j1(m);
2) If n <m, then j0(n) <j0(m) and j1(n) >j1(m).

Proof: See the Appendix A. ■
Remark: For the facility of discussion, we define the

terms “OFF slot” and “ON slot” first. For any channel i,
if the sensing result is “OFF,” then the subsequent slots
before channel i being sensed next time are called “OFF
slot,” otherwise, these slots are called “ON slot.” For
example, in Figure 1, for channel 3, the slots 3, 4, 5, and
6 are “OFF slot” and slots 7 and 8 are “ON slot.” It is
noteworthy that the “OFF slot” does not means that the
PU is always “OFF” in these slots, and so does “ON
slot.”
The first property of Lemma 1 means transmitting in

“ON slot” will always cause more interference than
transmitting in “OFF slot.” The second property means
if the sensing result is “OFF,” transmitting in the former
slot will cause less interference than transmitting in the
latter slot, and if the sensing result is “ON,” the conclu-
sion is just the opposite. Furthermore, it is noteworthy
that with PS strategy, we always have 1 ≤ n, m ≤ N,
however, Lemma 1 shows that ∀n, m Î N the above
two properties always hold true, even though the sen-
sing event is not periodic under some sensing strategy.
It is very important for us to design the SS and access
strategy in the next section.
Therefore, based on lemma 1, we can obtain the opti-

mal access strategy directly.
Theorem 1: To maximize SU’s temporal utilization on

channel i while limiting its interference to PUi, the opti-
mal access strategy for SU to access channel i is
1) If the sensing result is “OFF,” SU should transmit

consecutively in the relatively earlier slots (i.e., during

[0, r0,iNTs], where ρ0,i = 0,
1
N
,
2
N
, . . . , 1);

2) If the sensing result is “ON,” SU should transmit
consecutively in the relatively latter slots (i.e., during [(1

- r1,i)NTs, NTs], where ρ1,i = 0,
1
N
,
2
N
, . . . , 1);

3) SU can access the “ON slots” if and only if all “OFF
slots” have been utilized, i.e., r1,i > 0 iff r0,i = 1.
Based on the optimal access strategy, SU can know

how to access the channel qualitatively, but not quanti-
tatively. In other words, the ratios r0,i and r1,i are
unknown. Apparently, r0,i and r1,i depend on the

magnitude of period T (= NTs). Next, we will focus on
the relationship between r0,i (r1,i) and T.
According to Theorem 1, the expected time overlap in

“OFF slots” and “ON slots” are

�0(ρ0,i,T) =
1
T

ρ0,iT∫
0

μi,OFF − μi,OFF · e−μiτ

μi
dτ (10)

and

�1(ρ1,i,T) =
1
T

T∫
(1−ρ1,i)T

μi,OFF + μi,ON · e−μiτ

μi
dτ (11)

respectively, where T = NTs.
Therefore, the sub-problem Pi is equivalent to

max
ρ0,i,ρ1,i,T

Ui = kiρ0,i + (1 − ki)ρ1,i (12)

s.t. ki�0(ρ0,i,T) + (1 − ki)�1(ρ1,i,T) ≤ Ci, (13)

ρ0,i,ρ1,i = 0,
1
N
,
2
N
, . . . , 1 (14)

T = NTs > 0 (15)

where ki =
μi,ON

μi,ON + μi,OFF
is the probability of the sen-

sing result being “OFF.”
This sub-problem is very similar to our previous work

[11], in which r0,i and r1,i are continuous variables. In
[11], we have proved and obtained the relationship
between r0,i (r1,i) and T, which can be illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.

1) r0,i: when period T is small, r0,i = 1, which means
SU can access all the “OFF slots” and its interference

Figure 3 Illustration of the relationship between r0,i (r1,i) and
T.
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to PUi will not exceed threshold Ci. When T > Ti
c,

the optimal r0,i will decrease. It is easy to under-
stand. When T is small, during [0, T], the probability
that PU’s state ("OFF”) changes is very small, thus,
SU can utilize all of the N slots (i.e., during [0, T])
and will not cause much interferences; and as T
increases, the probability that PU’s state changes will
increase, especially at the end of duration [0, T],
thus in this case, SU should reduce its transmission
time.
2) r1,i: from Figure 3, we can observe that r1,i > 0 if
and only if r0,i = 1, which is consistent with Lemma
1. Furthermore, when T ∈ (0,Ti

c), r1,i decreases as T
increases. This is because when T is very small,
transmitting in “OFF slot” will cause only a few
interference, then SU can use part of the “ON slot.”
And as T increases, the interference caused by trans-
mitting in “OFF slot” will increase, thus, the trans-
mission time in “ON slot” should be reduced.
3) Ui: SU’s channel utilization Ui, which is the
weighted average of r0,i and r1,i, decreases as T
increases. And the maximal Ui is obtained when T
approaches to zero under the assumption that sen-
sing time can be ignored.

When r0,i and r1,i are continuous variables, the maxi-
mal Ui is obtained when T approaches to zero. How-
ever, generally it is not suitable for discrete cases.
Generally, PU’s interference tolerance Ci is very small,
especially far less than the probability of PU being “ON”
(i.e., 1- ki). For example, assume Ci = 1% and 1 - ki =

0.5, thus, the maximal ρ1,i <
Ci

1 − ki
=

1
50

. That is to say

SU cannot access any “ON slot” unless there are more
than 50 available channels. Generally, that is not
realistic.
Therefore in this case, SU cannot access any “ON

slot” at all and the maximal channel utilization Ui = ki.
On the other hand, even though SU could access part of
“ON slots,” the increment of channel utilization caused
by transmitting in “ON slot” is very small (namely, C =
1%) and meanwhile the sensing period should be very
small.
Based on the above discussion, we learn that (i) when

T ≤ Ti
c, all the “OFF slots” can be utilized; (ii) generally,

SU can only access none or only a few of the “ON
slots"; and (iii) transmitting in “ON slots” has only a lit-
tle contribution to the channel utilization and mean-
while the sensing period must be very small, which
means SU has to take more time and energy to sensing
the channels.
Thus, if we give up the opportunity of transmitting in

“ON slots” and select appropriate sensing period (i.e.,

Ts ≤ Ti
c

N
), then SU could make full use of the “OFF

slots” and the channel utilization will have no or only a
little degradation. Based on this idea, we propose the
following SA strategy, which can be regarded as greedy
access.
Theorem 2: With PS strategy, if the sensing period

Ts ≤ Ti
c

N
, SU can greedily access channel i:

1) If sensing result is “OFF,” SU can access all subse-
quent slots before channel i being sensed next time;
2) If sensing result is “ON,” SU should stand by (i.e.,
does not access) until channel i being sensed next
time.

In [11], we have obtained that

Ti
c =

1
μi,OFF + μi,ON

⎛
⎜⎝W

⎛
⎜⎝ 1
mi

e

1
mi

⎞
⎟⎠ − 1

mi

⎞
⎟⎠ (16)

where mi =
Ci

ki(1 − ki)
− 1 (when Ci <ki (1- ki)) and

W(x) denotes the Lambert’s W function [22], which
solves the equation w exp(w) = x for w as a function of

x. When x is real and satisfies x ∈
(

−1
e
, 0

)
, there are

two possible real values of W(x). The branch satisfying
W(x) ≥ −1 is called the principle branch, while the
other branch satisfying W(x) < −1 is called the negative
branch. Since 0 <Ci <ki (1- ki), we have

1
mi

e

1
mi ∈

(
−1
e
, 0

)
. Obviously,

1
mi

is one of the solu-

tions, which located on the negative branch. However, it
will result in Ti

c = 0. Thus, we are only interested in the
value obtained from the principle branch, which will
result in Ti

c > 0.
According to (16), if μi,OFF and μi,ON are big (i.e.,

channel’s state changes fast) or Ci is small (i.e., interfer-
ence constraint is strict), then Ti

c is small. It is in accord
with intuition.

If Ts ≤ min
1≤i≤N

{
Ti
c

N

}
, then the greedy access strategy can

be adopted for all channels. Therefore, we obtain the
PS-SA strategy, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Periodic sensing and selective access

(PS-SA) strategy
1: Initialization. Obtain N, μi,OFF, μi,ON and Ci (∀i);

2: ki ← μi,ON

μi,ON + μi,OFF
, i = 1, · · · ,N;

3: Calculate Ti
c using Eq. (16), i = 1, ... N;
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4: Ts ← min
1≤i≤N

{
Ti
c

N

}
;

5: t ¬ 1;
6: repeat
7: At the beginning of slot t(Î N), SU senses chan-

nel n (n = (t -1) mod N + 1), and saves the sensing
result ("ON” or “OFF”) into RESULT[n];
8: for i = 1 to N do
9: if RESULT[i] = “OFF” then
10: SU accesses channel i in slot t;
11: else
12: SU doesn’t access channel i in slot t;
13: end if
14: end for
15: t ¬ t + 1;
16: until SU doesn’t want to transmit anymore.
According to Algorithm 1, for any channel i, since all

of the “OFF slots” have been access and none of the
“ON slots” can be utilized by SU, we have that r0,i = 1
and r1,i = 0. Thus, SU’s temporal channel utilization on
channel i is ki, which equals to channel i’s idle probabil-
ity. That means SU can “almost” utilize all of the spec-
trum holes under the proposed PS-SA strategy.
However, under PS strategy all channels are treated
equally, and most sensing opportunities are wasted on
these channels that do not need to be sensed yet. For
example, for a case of N = 2 and Tc = [0.1, 1] (s), under
PS strategy, Ts = 50 (ms) and each channel will be
probed every 100 ms. This is suitable to channel 1, but
is not necessary for channel 2. Therefore, a SS strategy,
which makes SU first sense the channel that needs to be
probed the most, is required.

SS-SA strategy
In the previous section, we analyze and obtain the SA
strategy with PS strategy. With PS-SA strategy, SU can
make full use of each channel, however, the PS strategy
is not efficient, which make SU waste most sensing
opportunities on these channels that do not need to be
sensed yet. Thus, in this section, we will try to propose
a more efficient strategy, namely, SS-SA strategy.

SS strategy
Based on the former discussion, we find that Ti

c, which is
related to channel’s characteristic parameters (μi,ON and μi,
OFF) and interference tolerance (Ci), reflects the frequency
that channel i should be probed. Thus naturally, we pro-
pose a SS strategy, which makes all channels almost be
probed periodically with their favorite period Ti

c. Particu-
larly, at the beginning of each slot, SU senses the channel,
whose “age” of last sensing result is closest to its favorite
period Ti

c. Mathematically, this SS strategy leads to3

CH = arg min
1≤i≤N

{p × Ti
c − aiTs} (17)

where ai Î N is the “age” (in terms of number of
slots) of last sensing result of channel i and p Î (0, 1) is
a constant coefficient. From Figure 3, we can see that if
the sensing time interval is greater than Ti

c, the SU’s
temporal utilization will degrade sharply, otherwise,
interference will exceed the threshold if SU insists on
transmitting in all “OFF slots.” Thus, the parameter p is
introduced, to make SU sense the channel in advance
before the age of sensing result close to Ti

c. According
to the simulation results (Figure 4), we obtain that when
p > 1, the sensing period decreases sharply, and when p
= 0.9, the sensing period is the maximal. Through
further simulation, p = 0.9 is suitable for most situa-
tions. Thus, we choose p = 0.9.
It is apparent that the proposed SS strategy is not

strict periodic generally. However, since each channel
will be sensed when the age of sensing result is close to
pTi

c, therefore, each channel is probed almost
periodically.

SA strategy
Similar to the discussion in the previous section, with
the proposed SS strategy, the problem P can also
decoupled into N independent sub-problems. And for
each sub-problem Pi, the interference model remain the
same; i.e., Equations 8) and (9) do not change, thus,
Lemma 1 holds true. That is to say, transmitting in
“OFF slot” is always better than transmitting in “ON
slot.” And furthermore, transmitting in “ON slot” has
little or no contribution to increase channel utilization.
Therefore, the greedy access strategy (Theorem 2) is

also suitable for the SS strategy. That is to say, if sensing
period Ts is suitable, namely, all the channels are probed
in time, SU can access all “OFF slots” and give up all
“ON slots.” It is noteworthy that unlike the PS-SA strat-
egy, we could not give the accurate mathematical for-
mulation of sensing period Ts. However, the
approximate Ts can be obtain by simple simulation.
Given channels’ parameters (μi, li), we can generate all
channels’ states and simulate the SS-SA strategy for dif-
ferent Ts. Then, we can obtain SU’s channel utilization
and its interference to each PU. The approximate Ts is
the maximal Ts that makes the interference to each PU
not exceed the threshold Ci.
Since the SS strategy can be regarded as periodic

approximately for any channel i, with SS-SA strategy,
SU’s temporal channel utilization on channel i is ki,
which equals to the one with PS-SA strategy. On the
other hand, with PS strategy, each channel will be
probed every N slots and the maximal Ts should satisfy
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Ts ≤ min
{
Ti
c

N

}
. However, with the SS strategy, the aver-

age sensing period Ki (in terms of number of slots) for
each channel i will no longer be the same. If Ti

c is small,
then the channel i will be probed frequently, thus Ki

will be smaller, otherwise, Ki will be larger. For channel
i, the maximal sensing period Ts can be nearly regarded

as
Ti
c

Ki
, therefore, with the proposed SS strategy, sensing

period Ts for each channel will be almost the same and
more larger than PS strategy.
Therefore, with SS-SA strategy, SU could achieve the

same channel utilization as the case with PS-SA strategy,
and meanwhile consume less time and energy to sense
the channels. Furthermore, according to the following
simulation results, with SS-SA strategy, SU’s channel
utilization is much bigger when the sensing time cannot
be ignored.

SS-SA strategy for single-channel CR network
In our previous study [11], we considered the simplest
single-channel CR model and proposed two access poli-
cies (i.e., π1 and π2) for a slotted SU overlaying an non-
slotted ON/OFF CTMC modeled primary network
under constraints of interference and energy consump-
tion. Policy π1 allows SU to transmit only in “OFF slot,”
which is similar to the proposed SS-SA strategy, but
policy π2 allows SU to utilize both “OFF slot” and “ON
slot.” Next, we will compare SS-SA strategy with policy
π1 for the single-channel CR model.
According to the definition of SS-SA strategy, SU

senses the only channel at the beginning of each slot
and then access the whole slot if and only if the sensing
result is OFF. The optimal slot size is Tc and SU’s

channel utilization equals to this channel’s idle probabil-
ity. In [11], we consider the energy consumption con-
straint, which is not considered in this article. Thus, we
release this constraint by setting the parameter P (Equa-
tion 6 in [11]) to infinite. Therefore, according to Theo-
rem 5 of [11], we could obtain that the optimal slot size
Ts Î (0, Tc] and SU’s channel utilization is k × 1, which
in accordance with SS-SA strategy.
Therefore, SS-SA strategy coincides with policy π1

without consideration of energy consumption constraint.

Simulation Results
In this section, we will first introduce an intuitive
strategy, i.e., intuitive sensing and selective access (IS-
SA) strategy, for the purpose of comparison. And
then, simulation results for different situations are
presented.

IS-SA strategy
We consider an IS strategy: SU first senses the channel
whose state (ON/OFF) is most likely to change. Particu-
larly, we assume that channel i was last sensed at the
beginning of slot ti(Î N), then at the beginning of slot t
>ti, the age of last sensing result is ai = t - ti. Thus, dur-
ing the period of ((ti - 1)Ts, (t - 1)Ts), channel i’s state
varying is equivalent to the holding time being less than
aiTs. Since the holding times in both ON and OFF state
are exponentially distributed, thus, during the period of
((ti - 1)Ts, (t -1)Ts), the probability Pi that channel i’s
state changes is

Pi =

aiTs∫
0

θie−θi tdt = 1 − e−θiaiTs (18)

μ μ

μ μ

Figure 4 The maximal sensing period under SS-SA strategy for different p.
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where

θi =
{

μi,ON, the last sensing result is ”ON”
μi,OFF, the last sensing result is ”OFF”

(19)

Thus, we can obtain the IS strategy:

max
1≤i≤N

{Pi} ⇔ max
1≤i≤N

{aiθi}, (20)

Similarly, if there are multiple channels with the same
maximal value, SU will randomly choose one channel
among them. With the IS strategy, if the “age” of sen-
sing result (i.e., ai) is large or channel’s state changes
fast (i.e., θi is larger), the channel will be probed first.
This is the same as intuition. However, it is apparent
that the IS strategy does not consider the effect of PU’s
interference tolerance, which make this strategy be inva-
lid for different interference thresholds.
Similar to the case of PS and SS, the greedy access

strategy (i.e., SU accesses all “OFF slots” and gives up all
“ON slots”) is also suitable here if the sensing period is
suitable. Therefore, SU’s channel utilization with IS-SA
strategy will be the same as PS-SA and SS-SA strategies,
but the maximal sensing period will be different
generally.
In the following simulations, to find the suitable sen-

sing period Ts for each sensing strategies, the greedy
access strategy will be adopted no matter the sensing
period Ts is suitable or not. And then, if Ts is suitable,
the interference to each PU will be less than or equal to
the threshold Ci. Furthermore, we assume that the SU
will consume constant energy Es to sense one channel
every time. Thus per unit time, the energy used for sen-
sing is Es/Ts. Therefore, the larger is the sensing period
Ts, the less energy will be used for sensing the channels.

Example 1: performance comparison for different holding
times
In this example, we study the case that the idle prob-
abilities of each channel are the same, but the holding
times for each channel are different, namely, μi,OFF = μi,
ON (∀i) but μi,ON ≠ μj,ON (∀i ≠ j). Particularly, we focus
on the case N = 5 and l-1 = μ-1 = [1, 2, 5, 10, 20] (s).
Thus, the holding time of channel 1 is shorter, while the
holding time of channel 5 is longer. Furthermore, we
assume Ci = 5% (∀i) and p = 0.9. Therefore, according
to (16), we have Tc = [0.232, 0.464, 1.161, 2.321, 4.642]
(s).
The temporal channel utilization for PS-SA, SS-SA,

and IS-SA strategy is shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5,
we can see that SU’s total channel utilization is 2.5, and
SU’s channel utilization on each channel i is 50%, which
equals to channel i’s idle probability. That is to say, SU
could make full use of each channel. It is noteworthy
that SU’s channel utilization is the same for the three
strategies regardless of interference tolerance. If the sen-
sing period is not suitable, the interferences to some
PUs will be greater than their tolerances and SU has to
limit its transmission time on these channels, therefore,
the total channel utilization will be less than 2.5.
Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the interference with PS-SA,

SS-SA, and IS-SA strategy, respectively. As shown in
Figure 6, when Ts ≤ 46.6 (ms), the interference to each
PU is less than the threshold (5%), and when Ts > 46.6
(ms), the interference to PU 1 is not tolerable. Thus, if
the sensing period Ts > 46.6 (ms), SU has to reduce its
transmission time on channel 1 and the channel utiliza-
tion will degrade. Furthermore, in theory, the maximal
sensing period for PS-SA strategy is

Ts = min
{
Ti
c

N

}
= 46.4 (ms). Therefore, the simulation

Figure 5 The channel utilization under PS-SA, SS-SA, and IS-SA strategy.
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result demonstrates the validity of our theoretical
analysis.
As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the maximal sensing

periods for SS-SA and IS-SA strategies are 116 (ms) and
118.5 (ms), respectively, which are approximately the
same in this case. Since the maximal sensing period of
either IS-SA or SS-SA is larger than the one of PS-SA
strategy, SU could consume less time and energy for
sensing by adopting SS-SA or IS-SA strategy.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 7, the curves are

not smooth. This is because according to (17), the sen-
sing period Ts will affect the sensing order of each
channel. Therefore, each channel’s priority may change
for different sensing periods. For example, when Ts =
100, 110, 120 (ms), we assume that channel i is probed
every 5, 6, and 5 slots (i.e., every 500, 660, and

600 ms), respectively. Therefore, when Ts = 110, the
interference to PUi is larger than the cases of Ts = 100
and Ts = 120.

Example 2: performance comparison for different
interference tolerances
In this example, we will study the case that each chan-
nel’s parameters (μi,OFF and μi,ON) are the same, but the
interference tolerances (Ci) for each PU are different.
And we will find that the proposed SS-SA strategy is
better than IS-SA and PS-SA strategies.
Particularly, we focus on the case N = 5 and for each

channel i, μ−1
i,OFF = μ−1

i,ON = 3 (s). Furthermore, we
assume the interference tolerances for each PU are 2%,
4%, 6%, 8% and 10%, respectively. Therefore, Tc = [254,
539, 865, 1242, 1689] (ms). And similar to Example 1,
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Figure 6 The interference under PS-SA strategy for different holding times.
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since the idle probability of each channel is 50%, SU’s
total channel utilization is also 2:5.
Figure 9 shows the interference with IS-SA strategy.

Since μi,OFF and μi,ON are the same, with IS-SA strategy,
all channels will be regarded as the same. Therefore, IS-
SA strategy is the same as PS-SA strategy and the five
curves in Figure 9 overlap each other. Due to the mini-
mal interference tolerance is only 2%, the maximal sen-
sing period Ts ≈ 51 (ms), which is in accord with the
theoretical value. However, this sensing period is not
necessary for other PUs.
With SS-SA strategy, SU considers both channel’s

characteristic parameters (μi,ON and μi,OFF) and interfer-
ence tolerance (Ci). Therefore, with SS-SA strategy,
these channels will not be regarded as the same any
more. The interference with SS-SA strategy is illustrated

in Figure 10. As shown in this figure, the maximal sen-
sing period is about 108 (ms), which is twice as much as
IS-SA strategy, and the sensing period is suitable for all
channels. Therefore, the proposed SS-SA strategy is bet-
ter than IS-SA and PS-SA strategies.

Example 3: performance comparison for different
available channels(N,μ−1

i,ON,μ
−1
i,OFF, and Ci)

In this example, we will study more general cases that
the number of channel, channel’s parameters, and inter-
ference tolerances are different. Particularly, we assume
there are totally six available channels (as shown in
Table 1), from which SU chooses N(≤ 6) channels to
access.
The simulation results are shown in Table 2. In cases

1 and 2, since only one channel is selected, three
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Figure 8 The interference under IS-SA strategy for different holding times.
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strategies are the same and the optimal sensing period
equals to Tc, which is in accordance with theoretical
analysis. In cases 3, 4, and 5, the channels with different
parameters but the same interference tolerances are
selected. According to the results, we can obtain that
SS-SA strategy is better than IS-SA and PS-SA strate-
gies. In cases 6 and 7, more general situation is investi-
gated and the SS-SA strategy is still efficient.
Therefore, the SS-SA strategy is better than PS-SA

and IS-SA strategies for different available channels.

Example 4: performance comparison while sensing time
cannot be ignored
In this example, we take into account the effect of sen-
sing time, i.e, the sensing time cannot be ignored. We
use the same parameters as Example 1 and assume that
the sensing time τ = 20 (ms). Furthermore, we assume
that SU cannot sense and transmit simultaneously.
Therefore, in each slot, during [0,τ], SU chooses one
channel to sense, and then decides decide if and in
which channels to transmit during [τ, Ts].
Since Tc is obtained without regarded to the sensing

time, thus it will not correct here. However, it is com-
prehensible that the maximal sensing period for greedy

access strategy will be larger than Tc, since SU will not
cause interference while it senses the channel. And
furthermore, if Tc is large, the channel need not be
probed frequently, thus, the total sensing time between
two adjacent sensing events for the channel with larger
Tc will be greater than the channel with smaller Tc. For
example, assume Ti

c > Tj
c and channel i and j will be

sensed every 10 and 2 slots, respectively. Then, the total
sensing time for channel i and j are 10τ = 200 and 2τ =
40 (ms). Therefore, we modify the SS strategy (Equation
17) as

CH = arg min
1≤i≤N

{
(Ti

c +
⌊

Ti
c

min Ti
c

⌋
× τ ) − aiTs

}
(21)

Figure 11 shows the temporal channel utilization for
three strategies. Since the sensing time cannot be
ignored, the channel utilization will degrade badly, espe-
cially when Ts is small. And as Ts increases, the propor-

tion of sensing time (i.e.,
τ

Ts
) will decrease, thus, in each
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Figure 10 The interference under SS-SA strategy for different C.

Table 1 Available Spectrum Pool

µ−1
ON µ−1

OFF C (%) k (%) Tc (ms)

CH1 3 9 5 75 1476

CH2 3 3 5 50 696

CH3 3 1 5 25 492

CH4 3 9 1 75 249

CH5 3 3 1 50 123

CH6 3 1 1 25 83

Table 2 Simulation Results for Different Available
Channels

Channels’ info The optimal Ts (ms)

N List PS-SA IS-SA SS-SA

1. 1 CH3 490 490 490

2. 1 CH5 122 122 122

3. 2 CH1,2 350 408 424

4. 2 CH1,3 245 309 334

5. 3 CH1,2,3 162 192 206

6. 4 CH2,3,4,5 30 49 58

7. 6 CH1-CH6 14 32 42
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slot, SU has more opportunity to transmit and then SU’s
channel utilization will increase.
Figure 12 shows the interference while SU adopts PS-

SA strategy. From Figure 12, we can obtain that while
SU adopts PS-SA strategy, the maximal sensing period
is about 70 (ms), and meanwhile, as shown in Figure 11,
the total channel utilization is only 1.788. Thus, SU can
only make use of 35.8% (i.e., 1.788/5) of the time for
each channel, which is far less than the spectrum oppor-
tunity (i.e., k = 50%). This is because for each channel i,
if the last sensing result is “OFF,” SU has only Ts - τ =
50 ms to transmit in each slot, therefore, the temporal

channel utilization on channel i is ki × Ts − τ

Ts
= 35.7%,

which is in accordance with the simulation result. Thus,
the PS-SA strategy is inefficiency while the sensing per-
iod cannot be ignored.
Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the interference while SU

adopts the SS-SA and IS-SA strategy, respectively. With
these strategies, the maximal sensing period is about
142 (ms) and the total channel utilization is about
2.146. And then, SU can make use of 42.9% of the time
for each channel. Thus, in this case, by adopting SS-SA
strategy, SU’s channel utilization can rise about 20%
than PS-SA strategy, and meanwhile SU consumes less
time and energy to sense the channels.

Conclusion
In this article, we propose a SS-SA strategy for one
slotted SU overlaying a non-time-slotted ON/OFF
CTMC modeled multi-channel primary network. With
SS strategy, each channel will be detected almost peri-
odically with different periods according to the para-
meter Tc, which reflects the maximal period that each
channel should be detected. The effect of sensing period

is also considered in this article. And if the sensing per-
iod is suitable, SA strategy can be regarded as greedy
access strategy.
We also give two reference sensing strategies,

namely, PS and IS strategy. With PS strategy, SU
senses the channels one by one, and with IS strategy,
SU first senses the channel whose state is most likely
to change. The proposed SA strategy is also appropri-
ate for SU adopting PS or IS strategy if the sensing
period is suitable. Numerical simulations illustrate that
Tc is a valid measurement to indicate how often the
channel should be sensed, and with SS-SA strategy, SU
can effectively utilize the spectrum holes and consume
less energy and time for sensing than PS-SA and IS-SA
strategies.

Proof of the Lemma 1
According to Equation 8, we have

φ0(m) = (1 − ki) − 1 − ki
Ts

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

e−μiτdτ (22)

where ki = μi,ON/μi.
Since ∀τ > 0, e−μiτ > 0. Furthermore, due to 0 <ki < 1

and the sensing period Ts is always larger than zero, we
have
that

1 − ki
Ts

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

e−μiτdτ > 0. (23)

And then, j0(m) < 1 - ki will hold true for arbitrary m
Î N.
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Similarly, from Equation 9 we have

φ1(m) = 1 − ki +
ki
Ts

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

e−μiτdτ (24)

and j1(m) > 1 - ki will hold true for arbitrary m Î N.
Therefore, for arbitrary n, m Î N, we have

φ0(m) < φ1(m). (25)

Furthermore, since as τ increases, e−μiτ will decrease.
Thus, if n <m, we have

nTs∫
(n−1)Ts

e−μiτdτ >

mTs∫
(m−1)Ts

e−μiτdτ (26)

Therefore, if n <m, we have

φ0(n) < φ0(m), (27)

φ1(n) > φ1(m). (28)

Note
1If we focus on the proportion of interference time in

PU’s busy time, the interference model can be easily
modified only by divided by the probability of PU being

“ON” (i.e.,
μi,OFF

μi,ON + μi,OFF
).

2This is because due to the first-order CTMC model,
the channel state is only related to the last sensing result
and has nothing to do with earlier sensing results. Thus,
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Figure 12 The interference for PS-SA strategy while the sensing time cannot be ignored.
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those earlier sensing results have not been taken into
account.

3If there are multiple channels with the same minimal
value, SU will randomly choose one channel among
them.
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